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from the vicwpciiK of Gioihemlicik lopoi. The amslruction is based on ihe
existence tif an acljunaive correspondence between Boolean presheaves of eveni
alfiehras ami Quiinmm event algebras, which we construe! explicitly. We show
that the established adjunction can be transformed to a categorical equivak'nie
if the base category of Boolean event algebras, defining variation, is endowed
with a suitable Grothendieck topology of covering systems. The .scheme leads
to a sheaf theoretical representation of Quantum structure in terms of varia-
tion taking place over epinuirphic families of Boolean reference frames
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I. INTRODUCTION

The foundational issues implied by ihe strucliire o\' events displayed
by the behavior of quantum mechanical systems" ^^ deserve special atten-
tion since they constitute a conceptual shift in the globally Boolean
descriptive rules characterizing classical systems. Most importantly, they
are amenable to an analysis which is based on a simple, but rich in
eonsequences. methodological principle. According to this, we are guided
in studying a globally non-Boolean object, like a quantum algebra of
events (or quantum logic), in terms of structured families of simpler, ade-
quately comprehended local objects (in our case Boolean event algebras),
which have to satisfy certain compatibility relations, and also, a closure
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constraint. Hence Boolean descriptive contexts are not abandoned once
and lor all. but instead are used locally, accomplishing the task of pro-
viding partial congruent relations with globally non-Boolean objects, the
internal structure and functioning of which, is being hopefully recovered
by the interconnecting machinery governing the local objects. This point
of view inevitably leads to a relativistic conception of quantum theory
as a whole, and stresses the contextual character of the theory. In order
to reveal these aspects of quantum theory, which pertain the nature of
quantum events, a suitable mathematical language has to be used, The
criterion for choosing an appropriate language is rather emphasis in the
form of the structures and the universality of the constructions involved.
The ideal candidate for this purpose is provided by category theory.*'*'""
Subsequently, we will see that sheaf theory'" '-*' is the appropriate math-
ematical vehicle to carry out the program implied by the aforementioned
inethodological principle of enquiry.

In a previous work.""^-'-"' we have constructed a representation of
quantum event algebras in terms of compatible families of Boolean
localization systems. This representation has been motivated by the physi-
cal significance of Kochen-Specker theorem, understood as expressing the
impossibility of probing the entire manifestation of a quantum system, in
terms of observable attributes, with the use of a single universal Boolean
device. In this paper, we will focus on an equivalent sheaf-theoretical
conception of quantum event algebras {and subsequently quantum log-
ics), based on the notion of a topology on a category, and the construc-
tion of sheaves for this topology. This conception sheds more light on
the connection between a quantum algebra of events and its underlying
building blocks of Boolean algebras, and clarifies the intrinsic contextual-
ity of quantum events.

The concept of sheaf expresses essentially gluing conditions, namely
the way by which local data can be collated in global ones. It is the appro-
priate mathematical tool for the Ibrmalization of the relations between
covering systems and properties, and. furthermore, provides the means for
studying the global consequences of locally defined properties. The notion
of local is characterized using a topology (in the general case a Grot-
hendieck topology on a category), the axioms of which express closure
conditions on the collection of covers. Essentially a map which assigns a
set to each object of a topology is called a sheaf if the map is defined
locally, or else the value of the map on an object can be uniquely obtained
from its values on any cover of that object. Categorically speaking, besides
mapping each object to a set. a sheaf maps each arrow in the topology to
a restriction function in the opposite direction. We stress the point that the
transition from locally defined properties to global consequences happens
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via a compatible family of elements over a cover of the complex object. A
cover of the global, complex object can be viewed as providing a decom-
position of that object into simpler objects. The sheaf assigns a set to each
element of the cover, or else each piece oi" the original object. A choice
of elements i>om these sets, one for each piece, forms a compatible family
if the choice respects the mappings by the restriction functions and if the
elements chosen agree whenever two pieces of the cover overlap. If such a
locally compatible choice induces a unique choice for the object being cov-
ered, a global choice, then the condition for being a sheaf is satisfied. We
note that in general, there will be more locally defined or partial choices
than globally defined ones, since not all partial choices need be extendible
to global ones, but a compatible family of partial choices uniquely extends
to a global one.

In the following sections we shall see that a quantum event algebra
can be understood as a sheaf for a suitable Grothcndieck topology on the
category of Boolean subalgebras of it. We mention that, contextual topos
theoretical approaches to quantum structures have been also considered,
from a different viewpoint in Refs. 16,17. and discussed in Refs. 18 20.

2. THK ADJOINT FUNCTORIAL BOOLEAN-QUAN IIJM
RELATION

2.1. Categories of Boolean and Quantum Structures

Category theory provides a general apparatus for dealing with math-
ematical structures and their mutual relations and transformations. The
basic categorical principles that we adopt in the subsequent analysis are
summarized as follows:

(i) To each species of mathematical structure, there corresponds a
calegoiy whose objects have that structure, and whose morphisms
preserve it.

(ii) To any natural construction on structures of one species, yielding
structures of another species, there corresponds -A functor from the
category of first species to the category of the second.

Categories: A category C is a class of objects and morphisms of objects
such that the following properties are satisfied:

(1) For any objects X, Y all morphisms f : X ^>- Y form a set
denoted HomciX. Yy.

(2) For any object X an element idx e Homc(X. X) is distinguished;
it is called the identity morphism;
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(3) For arbiliary objects X, Y. Z the set mapping is defined

HomciX, Y) X HomclY. Z) -^ HomciX. Z).

For morphisms ^ e HomciX, Y). h e Homc(Y. Z) the image of
the pair (.y./J) is ealled the composition; it is denoted h Q f>. The
composition operation is associative.

(4) For any /' e HomciX, Y) we have idy o / — /" o idx = f •

For an arbitrary category C the opposite category C' is defined in the
following way: the objects are the same, but HomcriX. Y) = HomciY. X),
namely all arrows are inverted.

Functors: Let C. V be categories; a covariant functor F : C ^ P is a class
mapping that transforms objects to objects and morphisms to morphisms
preserving compositions and identity morphisms;

¥(idx) = id^a)- F(^' ° / ) - FCA') O F ( / ) .

A contravariant functor ¥ : C -* V \% by definition, a covariant functor
F ; C ^ V"P.

A Classical event stnictwe is a small category., denoted by B. and
called the category of Boolean event algebras. Its objects are Boolean alge-
bras of events, and its arrows are Boolean algebraic homomorphisms,

A Quantum event structure is a small category, denoted by £. and
called the category of Quantum event algebras.

Its objects are Quantum algebras of events, that is. partially ordered
sets of Quantum events, endowed with a maximal element I. and with an
operation of orthocomplementation [-]* : L >/.. which satisfy, for all
/ e L the following conditions; (a) / < 1, (b) /** - /, (c) / v/* ^ 1, (d) / <
/ ^ r < /*, (e) y i / => / V / e ^, (0 / V /' - I. / A / - 0 ^ / = l\
where 0 := 1*. / ! / :— / < /*, and the operations of meet A and join v are
defined as usually.

Its arrows are Quantum algebraic homomorphisms. that is maps
L ^K, which satisfy, for all k e K the following conditions;
(a) / / (I) - 1. (b) Hik*) = {H{k)]*. (c) k < k =^ H(k) < H(k).
id) klk -> H(kvk) < Hik) V Hik).

It is instructive to emphasize that the definition of a Quantum alge-
bra of events is general enough to accommodate well known special cases,
like the lattice of closed subspaces of a complex Ffilbert space used in
the majority of discussions on the subject of Quantum logic. Moreover,
the above definition is not restrictive, since we could legitimately use as a
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definition of a Quantum event algebra the well-known case of an ortho-
modular orthoposet, without any change in the arguments of the paper.
A detailed discussion of these issues is contained in the Appendix (A.I).

We note parenthetically, that both the categories B and C are alge-
braic categories, and have arbitrary colimits [5].

2.2. Boolean Coefficient Functors and Fibrations

We define a modeling or coordinatization functor. A : B >£, which
assigns to Boolean event algebras in B. that instantiates a model category,
the underlying quantum event algebras from £, and to Boolean homomor-
phisms the underlying quantum algebraic homomorphisms. Hence A acts
as a forgetful functor, forgetting the extra Boolean structure of B.

If B^'^ is the opposite category of B. then Sets denotes the functor
category of presheaves on Boolean event algebras, with objects all func-
tors P : H'̂ r* >Sets. and morphisms all natural transformations between
such functors. Each object P in this category is a contravariant set-valued
functor on B. called a presheaf on B. The functor category of presheaves
on Boolean event algebras Sets . provides an instantiation of a structure
known as topos. A topos exemplifies a well defined notion of variable set.
It can be conceived as a local mathematical framework corresponding to
a generalized model of set theory or as a generalized space.

For each Boolean algebra B of B. P(6) is a set, and for each arrow
/ ; C >fi, P( / ) ; P(fl) >P(C) is a set function. If P is a presheaf
on B and p e P{B). the value P(/)(/ ') for an arrow / : C- >fi in B is
called the restriction of .v along / and is denoted by P(/)(/ ') — P-- f-

Fach object B of B gives rise to a contravariant Hom-functor y[B] :=
Homsi—. B). This functor defines a presheaf on B. Its action on an object
C of B is given by

y[B\(C) : - Homs{C\ B).

whereas its action on a morphism D ' >r, for v : C >B is given by

y[fil(.v) : Homi^iC. B) >HomtHD, B).

y[B]{x)(v) = vox.

Furthermore y can be made into a functor from B to the contravariant
functors on B

y : B >Setŝ "̂''
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such that B\-^Homs(—, B). This is called the Yoneda embedding and it is
a full and faithful functor.

Next we construct the category of elements of P, denoted by G(P. B),
Us objects are all pairs (fi, p), and its morphisms (J5, p)-^{B. p) are those
niorphisnis u : B^B of B for which pu = p. Projection on the sec-
ond coordinate of G(P. 5), defines a functor G(P) : G(P. 5 ) ^ B , G(P, 5)
together with the projection functor G{P) is called the split discrete fibra-
tion induced by P. and B is the base category of the fibration as in the
Diagram below. We note that the fibers arc categories in which the only
arrows are identity arrows. If B is an object of B. the inverse image under
G{P) of B is simply the set PiB), although its elements are written as pairs
so as to form a disjoint union. The construction of the Hbration induced
by P. is called the Grothendieck construction."-^'

G(P)

B > Sets

2.3. Adjunctive Correspondence of Boolean Presheaves with Quantum
Algebras

The adjunctive correspondence, which will be proved in what follows,
provides the conceptual ground, concerning the representation of quantum
event algebras in terms of sheaves of structured families of Boolean event
algebras, and is based on the categorical construction of colimits over the
category of elements of a presheaf of Boolean algebras P.

If we consider the category of quantum event algebras C and the
coefficient functor A, we can define the functor R from £ to the category
of presheaves of Boolean event algebras given by

R(L) :

A natural transformation r between the presheaves on the category of
Boolean algebras P and R(L), r : P >R(/.) is a family TB indexed by
Boolean algebras B of B for which each TK is a map of sets.
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such that the diagram of sets below commutes tor each Boolean homo-
morphism u . B ^* B of B.

ViB) Homc(AiB). L)

From the perspective of the category o'i elements of the Boolean alge-
bras-variahle set P the map r/y. tleiined above, is identical with the map:

Subsequently such a T may he represented as a laniiiy of arrows of C
which is being indexed by objects {B. p) of the category of elements of the
presheaf of Boolean algebras P, namely

L\ {B.I')-

Thus, according to the point of view provided by the category of elements
of P, the condition of the commutativity of the diagram on the top. is
equivalent to the eondition that for each arrow u the following diagram
commutes.

MB)

Mtt)

MB) AoGp(B.p)
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Consequently, according to the diagram ;ibove. the arrows Tsip) form
a coconc from the lunctor A o G|» to the quantum event algebra L. The
categorical definition of coHmit, points to the conclusion that each such
cocone emerges by the composition of the colimiting cocone with a unique
arrow from the colimit LP to the quantum event algebra object L. Equiv-
alently, we conclude that there is a bijection, natural in P and L as
follows:

Nat(P, R(L)) ^ . L).

The established bijectivc correspondence, interpreted functorially, says
that the functor R from C to presheaves given by

R(Z.) :

has a left adjoint L : Sets -^ £. which is defined for each presheaf of
Boolean algebras P in Sets ' as the colimit

L(P) -

An explicit construction of colimlts of the above form is presented in
detail in the Appendix (A.2).

Consequently there is a pair of adjoint functors L H R as follows:

R

Thus we have constructed an adjunction which consists of the func-
tors L and R, called left and right adjoints with respect to each other
respectively, as well as the natural bijeclion

HomciLP.L)

NaliP.RlL)) ^

Furthermore it has been shown""^' that the categorical construction of
this coHmit as a coequalizer of a coproduct reveals the fact that this left
adjoint is like the tensor product—(
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In the diagram above the second coproduct is over all the objects
{B. p) with p e P{B) of the category of elements, while the first coprod-
uct is over all the maps v : {B,p)- >{H. p) of that category, so that
I' : H >B and the condition pv = p is satisfied. We conclude that the
colimit L,,\(P) can be equivalently presented as the coequalizer of the dia-
gram above.

The physical meaning of the adjunction between presheaves of Boolean
event algebras and Quantum event algebras is crystallized if we con-
sider that the adjointly related functors are associated with the process
oi' encoding Information relevant to the structural form of their domain
and codomain categories. Let us consider that Sets^ '̂̂  is the universe of
Boolean event structures modelled in Sets by observers, and C that of
Quantum event structures. In the proposed interpretation the functor L :
Sets^^ ' >£ can be comprehended as a translational code from Boolean
windows to the Quantum species of event structure, whereas the functor
R : C >Sets as a translational code in the inverse direction. In gen-
eral, the content of the information is not possible to remain completely
invariant translating from one language to another and back. However,
there remain two ways for a Boolean-event algebra variable set P. or else
Boolean window to communicate a message to a quantum event algebra
L. Either the information is given in Quantum terms with P translating.
which we can be represented as the quantum homomoiphism I.P >L.
or the information Is given in Boolean terms with /, translating, that, in
turn, can be represented as the natural transformation P >R(L). In the
first case, from the perspective of L information is being received in quan-
tum terms, while in the second, from the perspective of P information is
being sent in Boolean terms. The natural bijection then corresponds to the
assertion that these two distinct ways of communicating are equivalent.
Thus, the fact that these two functors are adjoint, expresses a relation of
variation regulated by two poles, with respect to the meaning of the infor-
mation related to observation. In this sense, the adjunction provides ihe
tool for relating relations, by specifying the conditions for a consistent
notion of mutually dependent variation, in association to the interpre-
tation of the information content shared hy the Boolean and Quantum
species of structure. We argue that the totality of the content of informa-
tion included in the quantum species of event structure remains invariant
under Boolean encodings, corresponding to local Boolean modeling alge-
bras, if and only if the adjunctive correspondence can be appropriately
restricted to an equivalence of the functorially correlated categories. In the
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following sections we will show that this task can be accomplished by
defining a suitable Grothendieck topology on the category of Boolean
event algebras, ihat. essentially permits the comprehension of a quantum
event structure as a sheaf for the specified covering system of the base
Boolean category introducing variation, or equivalently as a Grothendieek
topos. Subsequently the categorical equivalence will signify an invariance
in the translational code of communication between Boolean windows and
Quantum systems.

3. Motivating Topologies on Categories

Our purpose is to show that the functor R from C to presheaves given
by

sends quantum event algebras L in £ not just into presheaves, but into
sheaves for a suitable Grothendieck topology J on the category of Bool-
ean event algebras B. so that the fundamental adjunction will restrict to
an equivalence of categories Sh(H. J) ^ C.

We note at this point that the usual notion of sheaf, in terms of cov-
erings, restrictions, and collation, can be defined and used not just in the
spatial sense, namely on the usual topological spaces, but in a general-
ized spatial sense, on more general topologies (Grothendieck topologies).
In the usual definition of a sheaf on a topological space we use the open
neighborhoods U of a point in a space X; such neighborhoods arc actu-
ally monie topological maps U ^- X. The neighborhoods U in topological
spaces can be replaced by maps V —* X not necessarily monic, and this
can be done in any category with pullbacks. In effect a covering by open
sets can be replaced by a new notion of covering provided by a family of
maps satisfying certain conditions.

For an object B of H, we consider indexed families

S = {xj/i : Bi ^ B . i ^ I\

of maps to B. and we assume that for each object B of B we have a set
MB) of certain such families satisfying conditions to be specified later.
These families play the role of coverings of B under those conditions.
Vox the coverings provided, it is possible to construct the analogue of the
topologieal definition of a sheaf, where as presheaves on B we consider the
functors P : 0"'' —* Sets. According to the lopological definition of a sheaf
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on a space we demand that for each open cover {Ui.i e / | of some f/.
every family of elements [pi g P(t/,)) that satisfy the compatibility con-
dition on the intersections /7,- (Mlj.'^i.j. are pasted together as a unique
clement /) e P(U). Imitating the above procedure for any covering S of an
object B. and replacing the intersection t// n Uj by the pullback
in the general case, according to the diagram

B, B

we elTectively obtain lor a given presheaf P : B"'' -^ Sets a diagram of sets
as follows

P(Bi) PiB)

In this case the compatibility condition for a sheaf takes the form: if
[pi G P,, (• € /) is a family of compatible elements, namely satisfy p,hij —
Pjgij-'^i-j- then a unique element p e P{B) is being determined by the
family such that p-\l/i— piM & I. where the notational convention p-^/i —
P(^i){p) has been used . Equivalently this condition can be expressed in
the categorical terminology by the requirement that in the diagram

PiB)

the arrow e. where e(p) — {p\li,. i e / ) is an equalizer of the maps {p,, i e
/ ) -^ {pihij-. (. J e / X I) and (/7,. i & I) —>• (pigij: L J € I x I) correspond-
ingly.

The specific conditions that the elements of the set A(fi), or else
the coverings of B, have to satisfy naturally lead to the notion of a
Grothendieck topology on the category B.
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4. GROTHENDIECK TOPOLOGIES

We start our discussion by explicating the notion of a pretopology on
the category of Boolean event algebras 6. A pretopology on 6 is a sys-
tem A where for each onject fi there is a set A{B). Each AiB) contains
indexed families of ff-morphisms

S - jiA, : B, ^ BJ € 1}

of maps to B such that the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) For each B in B. UCIB] G A ( B ) ;

(2) If C ^ fi in S and S = {V/ : S, -^ B.i e I] e A{B) then
* « , ( € / } € A(C). Note that Vi is the pullback in

B of V, along C ^ B:

(3) If S = {i//, : fi, -^ B.I e /) G MB), and for each / e /,
{^ik' •• C,k -^ Bi.k e K,] e MBi). then iV'.t' o V, : C A ^ fi, ^
BJel.ke Kj] G A(6). Note that C,i is an example of a double
indexed object rather than the intersection of C, and Q .

The notion of a pretopology on the category of Boolean algebras 3
is a categorical generalization of a system of set-theoretical covers on a
topology T, where a cover for U G T is a set {C, : U, e T. i e I) sueh
that UUi — U. The generalization is achieved by noting that the topology
ordered by inclusion is a poset category and that any cover corresponds
to a collection of inclusion arrows t/, —>• U. Given this fact, any family of
arrows contained in A (6) of a pretopology is a cover as well.

The passage from a pretopology to a categorial or Grothendieck
topology on the category of Boolean algebras takes place through the
introduction of appropriate covering devices, called eovering sieves. For an
object B m B, a B-sieve is a family R of B-morphisms with codomain 6.
such that if r -*• B belongs to R and D -* C is any H-morphism. then
the composite D ^* C ^>^ B belongs to R.

A Grothendieck topology on the category of Boolean algebras B, is
a system J of sets, J(B) for each B in B. where each J(B) consists of
a set of j5-sieves. (called the covering sieves), that satisfy the following
conditions:

(1) For any B in B the maximal sieve \g : codiii) — ^1 belongs to
J{B) (maximality condition).

(2) If R belongs to J{B) and / : C -> £f is a I^-morphism, then
/*(/?) ^ \h : C -^ B.f • h e R\ belongs to J{C) (stability
condition).
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(3) If R belongs to J{B) and S is a sieve on C, where for each / :
C ^ B belonging to R, we have f*iS) in JiC). then 5 belongs
to J{B) (transitivity condition).

The small category B together with a Grothendieck topology J, is
called a site. A sheaf on a site (B.J) is defined to be any contravariant
functor P : B"'' -^ Sets, satisfying the equalizer condition expressed in
terms of covering sieves S for B. as in the following diagram in Sets:

PiB)

If the above diagram is an equalizer for a particular covering sieve 5. we
obtain that P satisfies the sheaf eondition with respeet to the eovering
sieve S.

A Grothendieck topos over the small category £? is a category which
is equivalent to the category of sheaves Sh(£?, J) on a site (5. J). We note
that a category of sheaves Sh{B. J) on a site (B, J) is a full sucategory of
the functor category of presheaves Sets ''.

5. Construction of a Grothendieck Topology on B

We remind that our purpose is to show that the functor R from £ to
presheaves, R(/,) : Bi-^HDinciAiB). L), transforms quantum event alge-
bras L in C not just into presheaves, but into sheaves for a suitable Grot-
hendieck topology J on the category of Boolean event algebras B. Under
these circumstances, the fundamental adjunction will restrict to an equiv-
alence of categories Sh(Z?, J) ^ £.

5,1. B AS A Generating Subcategory of C

We consider B as a full subcategory of £. whose set oi' objects
[Bi/i G / ) , /: inde.x set, generate C. in the sense that,

B, '-^ > L ^ ^K

the identity ?/' • v — i;i • », for every arrow w : Bi -^ L. and every B,.
implies that v — ti. Equivalently we can say (hat the set of all arrows w :
Bi -^ L, constitute an epimorphic family. We may verify this claim if we
take into account the adjunction and observe that objects of C are being
constructed as colimits over the category of elements of presheaves over B.
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Since objects of £ iire constructed as coHmits of this form, whenever two
parallel arrows

L y K

are different, there is an arrow i;i : B, —* L from some H, in H. such that
vw i^ uw.

Since we assume thai B is a full subcategory oi' C we omit the explicit
presence of the coordinatization functor A in the subsequent discussion.

The consideration that B is a generating subeatcgory of C points
exactly to the depiction of the appropriate Grothendieck topology on B.
that accomplishes our purpose of comprehending quantum event algebras
as sheaves on B.

We assert that a sieve 5 on a Boolean algebra B in B is lo be a cov-
ering sieve of B. when the arrows s : C —* B belonging to the sieve S
together form an epimorphic family in C. This requirement may be equiv-
alenlly expressed in terms of a map

G,s : 1 I
J_l(,:

C ^ B

being an epi in C.

5.2. The Grothendieck Topology of Epimorphic Families

We will show that Ihc choice of covering sieves on Boolean algebras
B in B. as being epimorphic families in C. does indeed define a Grot-
hendieck topology on B.

First of all we notice thai the maximal sieve on each Boolean alge-
bra B. includes the identity 6 ^^ fl. thus it is a covering sieve. Next., the
transitivity property of the depicted covering sieves is obvious. It remains
to demonstrate that the covering sieves remain stable under pullback. For
this purpose we consider the pullback of such a covering sieve S on B
along any arrow h : B' ^^ B in B

> B
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The Boolean algebras B in B generate ihc category of quantum event alge-
bras C. hence, there exists for each arrow .v : D —> B in S. an epimorphic
family of arrows W{BY -^ D x^ B. or equivalentiy \[B\ j -^ D x n B)j,
with each domain [By a Boolean algebra.

Consequently the e(.>llcction of all the composites:

D B -* B

for all s : D —^ B in S. and all indices / together form an epimorphic
family in £.. that is contained in the sieve h*(S). being the ptillback of S
along h : B —^ B. Therefore the sieve h*{S) is a eovering sieve.

It is important to construct the representation of covering sieves
within the category of Boolean event algebras B. This is possible, if we
first observe that for an object C of 5, and a covering sieve for the defined
Grothendieck topology on B. the map

C B

being an epi in £, can be equivalently presented as the coequalizer of its
kernel pair, or else the pullback of C,s along itself

Gs

G
C

Furthermore, using the fact that pullbacks in C preserve eoproducts.
the epimorhic family associated with a covering sieve on C, admits the fol-
lowing coequalizer presentation

G C

Moreover, since the category B is a generating subcategory of £. for
eaeh pair of arrows .v : D —> C and ,v ; D ^ C in the covering sieve S on
the Boolean algebra C. there exists an epimorphic family {B -^ DxcD].
such that each domain B is a Boolean algebra object in B.

Consequently, each element of the epimorphic family associated with
a covering sieve S on a Boolean algebra C is represented by a commuta-
tive diagram in B of the following form
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D

D > C

At a further step we may compose the representation o{ epimorphic
families by commutative squares in B. obtained previously, with the coe-
qualizer presentation of the same epimorphic families. The composition
results in a new coequalizer diagram in B o{ the following form:

where the first coproduct is indexed by all B in the commutative diagrams
in B. representing elements of epimorphic families.

5.3. R(L) as a J-Sheaf

For each quantum event algebra L in £, we consider the contravari-
ant //mn-functor R{L) = Honici-. L) in Sets . If we apply this repre-
sentable functor to the laller coequalizer diagram we obtain an equalizer
diagram in Sets as follows:

fls HoniciB. l.)l ~[\..Homc(0. D < —— Hofnc(C\ L)

where the first product is indexed by all B in the commutative diagrams
in £?, representing elements of epimorphic families.

The equalizer in Sets, thus obtained, says explicitly that the con-
travariant //om-functor R(L) — Homci—.L) in Sets ' . satisfies the
sheaf condition for the covering sieve S. Moreover, the equalizer condition
holds for every covering sieve in the Grothendieck topology of epimor-
phic families. By rephrasing the above, we conclude that the representable
Hom4unc\ox R(Z.) is a sheaf for the Grothendieck topology of epimorphic
families defined on the category of Boolean event algebras.
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6. EQUIVALENCE OF GROTHENDIECK TOPOS Sh(S. J) WITH C

We claim, thai if the functor R from C, to presheaves R(L) : B t-̂
HomjciMB). L) sends quantum event algebras L m C not just into pres-
heaves, but into sheaves for the Grothendieck topology o! epimorphic fam-
ihes. J. on the category of Boolean event algebras B. the fundamental
adjunction restricts to an equivalence of categories Sh(5, J) ^ C. The
proof of this claim is presented in detail below and occupies the remainder
of Sec. 6.

6.1. Covering Sieves on Quantum Event Algebras

If we consider a quantum event algebra L, and all quantum algebraic
homomorphisms of the form i^/ : E ^ L, with domains E. in the generat-
ing subcategory of Boolean algebras B, then the family of all these maps
i}/. constitute an epimorphism:

T U

We notice that the quantum algebraic epimorphism / is actually the
same as the map

i—ijft^R ,lrMI-:)-,l \

since the coordinatization functor A. is, by the fact that 5 is a full sub-
category of £. just the inclusion functor \ : B ^-> C.

Subsequently, we may use the same arguments as in the discussion of
the Grothendieck topology of epimorphic families of the previous section.
in order to assert that the epimorphism T can be presented in the form of
a coequalizer diagram in C as follows:

where the first coproduct is indexed by all v. representing commutative
diagrams in C, of the form [Dl]:
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B

where B. E. E are objects in the generating subcategory B of C.
We say that a sieve on a quantum event algebra defines a covering

sieve by objects of its generating subcategory B, when the quantum alge-
braic homomorphisms belonging to the sieve define an epimorphism

U A(£) -^ L

In this ease the epimorphic families of quantum algebraic homomor-
phisms constiluting covering sieves of quantum event algebras fit into eoe-
qualizer diagrams of the latter form [DI].

From the physical point of view covering sieves by Boolean alge-
bras, are equivalent with Boolean localization systems of quantum event
algebras."'*'''' These loealization systems filter the information of the
quantum species of strueture through Boolean domains, associated with
procedures of measurement ol obscrvables. The key idea behind the notion
of a system of localizations for a quantum event algebra amounts to
coordinatizing the information eontained in a quantum event algebra L
in C by means of strueture preserving morphisms B >L having as
their domains, locally defined Boolean event algebras B in B for mea-
surement of observablcs. Any single map from a Boolean domain to a
quantum event algebra is not enough for a complete determination of
its information content, and hence, it contains only a limited amount of
information about it. This problem is taekled by employing a sufficient
amount of maps, organized in terms of covering sieves, from the coordin-
atizing Boolean domains to a quantum event algebra simultaneously, so
as to cover it completely. These maps play exactly the role of covers for
the filtration of the information associated with a quantum event struc-
ture, in terms of Boolean coefficients, associated with measurement situa-
tions. The introduction of covering sieves, is furthermore, motivated by the
consequences of Kochen-Specker theorem, according to which, it is not
possible to characterize completely a quantum system in terms of observ-
able attributes by employing a single Boolean experimental device globally.
On the other side, in every concrete experimental context, the set of events
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that have been actualized in this context forms a Boolean algebra. Conse-
quently, any Boolean domain cover in a covering sieve for quantum event
algebra, corresponds to a set of Boolean events that become actualized
in the experimental eontcxt oi' B. Moreover, the organization of covering
sieves in terms of the requirements characterizing a categorical topology,
physically correspond to conditions for the compatibility of the informa-
tion content gathered in dilTerent Boolean filtering mechanisms associated
with measurement of observables. In this manner, covering sieves of quan-
tum event algebras incorporate all the necessary conditions for the anal-
ysis of the information content of a quantum event structure in terms
of a sheaf of Boolean coefficients, for the Grothendieek topology speci-
fied, associated with measurement localization contexts. The sheaf concept
is introduced to express precisely the pasting conditions that the locally
defined Boolean covers have to satisfy on their overlapping regions, or
else, the specification by which local data, providing Boolean coefficients
obtained in measurement situations, can be collated.

6.2. Unit and Counit of the Adjunctive Correspondence

We focus again our attention in the fundamental adjunction and
investigate the unit and the counit of it. For any presheaf P e Sets^^.
we deduee that the unit 5\> : P >Honic{\(-).P^B^) has components:

8p{B} : P(B) ^HomciMB), V®s\)

for each Boolean algebra object B of B.
If we make use of the rcpresentable presheaf y[B\ we obtain

Hence for each object B o'i B the unit, in Ihe case considered, corresponds
to a map

But, since

^ A o Gy^n](H. \ B) = MB)

the unit for the rcpresentable preshcaf of Boolean algebras, which is a
sheaf for the Grothendieek topology of epimorphic families, is clearly an
isomorphism. By the preceding discussion we can see that the diagram
commutes
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Sets C

Thus the unit of the fundamental adjunction referring to the repre-
sentable sheaf y[B] of the category of Boolean event algebras provides a
map (quantum algebraic homomorphism) A(6) >y[B]®i:;A which is an
isomorphism.

On the other side, for each quantum event algebra object L of C the
counit is

The counit corresponds to the vertical map in the following coequalizer
diagram [DII]:

-^ >

where the first coproduct is indexed by all arrows u : 6 -+ £, with 6, E
objects of B, whereas the second coproduct is indexed by all objects B in
B and arrows V : A(£) -» L, belonging to a covering sieve of L by objects
of its generating subcategory.

It is important to notice the similarity in form of diagrams [DI] and
[D!I]. Based on this observation it is possible to prove that if the domain
of the counil of the adjunction is restricted to sheaves for the Grot-
hendieek topology of epimorphic families on B, then the eounit defines a
quantum algebraic isomorphism

: HomciM-),
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In order to substantiate our thesis we inspect diagrams [DI]. and
[DII]. observing that it is enough to prove that the pairs of arrows (C.'?)
and (_V|. V2) have isomorphic coequalizers. since, then, the counit is obvi-
ously an isomorphism. Thus, we wish to show that a covering sieve of a
quantum event algebra

U A[E) -^ L

is the coequalizer of (v|. y:) ifT it is the coequalizer of (C. '/). In the follow-
ing discussion, we may omit the explicit presence o'i the inclusion functor
A, for the same reasons stated previously.

We consider a covering sieve of quantum event algebra L. consisting
of quantum algebraic homomorphisms Tt^E.<!n- ih'i^ together constitute an
epimorphic family in C. We observe that the condition T • yj — T • V2 is
equivalent to the condition [Cl]

tor each commutative square i'. Furthermore, the condition T
is equivalent to the condition [CII]

Ti /.' i(, I • u =^ T, /. ,

= T

for every Boolean homomorphism tt : E ^- E, with B. E objeets of B and
\}/ : E ^- E. belonging to a covering sieve of E by objects of its generating
subcategory. Therefore our thesis is proved if we show that [Cl] <^ [CN].

On the one hand. 7 C = T r). implies for every commutative diagram
of the form v:

B ' - ^ E

the following relations:

Thus
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On the other hand. T • y\ — T • y:, implies that for every Boolean
homomorphism ii : E ^ E, with B. E objects of B and TJ/ E ^ L, {he
diagram of the form v

id

commutes and provides the condition

Thus [Cl] ^ [ C / / ] .
Consequently, the pairs of arrows (C. *?) and (yi.yi) have isomor-

phic coequalizers. proving that the counit of the fundamental adjunction
restricted to sheaves for the Grothendieck topology of epimorphic families
on B is an isomorphism.

2::: L

7. CONCLUSIONS

The representation of quantum event algebras as sheaves for the
Grothendieck topology of epimorphic tamilies on B. through the counit
isomorphism, and subsequently the comprehension of the category of
quantum event algebras as a Grothendieck topos is of remarkable phys-
ical significance. If we remind the discussion of the physical meaning of
the adjunction, expressed in terms of the inlonnation content, communi-
cated between Boolean windows and quantum event algebras, we arrive
to the following eonelusion: the totality of the content of information
included in the quantum species of event structure remains invariant under
Boolean encodings, corresponding to local Boolean modeling algebras for
measurement of observables, in covering sieves oi' quantum event alge-
bras, if and only if the counit of the fundamental adjunction is a quan-
tum algebraic isomorphism. Phrased ditTerently. in this ease, the category
of quantum event algebras is equivalent to a Grothendieck topos for the
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covering sieves of epimorphic families from the ihc base Boolean local-
ization category, or else, the category of sheaves lor the Grothendieck
topology of epimorphic families on the modeling generating subcalegory
of Boolean algebras. We may, furthermore, argue that the sheaf theoreti-
cal representalion o( a quantum event algebra reveals that its deep eon-
ceplual signilicanee is related not to its posel axiomatizatioii (which has
been the starting point of almost all subsequent discussions of quantum
logics), but, on the precise manner that distinct Boolean local contexts
of observation are interconnected, so as its informational content is pre-
served in the totality of its operational encodings. By the latter, we pre-
cisely mean eontexUial operational procedures for probing the quanttmi
regime o\' structure, which categorically give rise to covering sieves, sub-
stantiated as interconnected epimorphic families of the objects of the cat-
egory of elements of the sheafified Horn-hmclor R(L). From a logical
point of view these objects are comprehended as unsharp Boolean alge-
bras of events, in agreement with the interpretational framework put for-
ward in Ref. 15, and also, introduced from a non-categorical viewpoint
in Ref. 21. 22. The sheaf theoretical representation expresses exactly the
compatibility of these unsharp Boolean algebras of events on their over-
laps in such a way as to leave invariant the amount of information con-
tained in a quantum system. We may adopt the term Boolean reference
frames to refer to these local contexts of eneoding the information related
to a quantum system, emphasizing their prominent role in the organiza-
tion of meaning assoeiated with a quantum algebra of events, through the
establishment of covering sieves, that, precisely, mediate in the subsequent
equivalence of quantum e\ent algebras with Boolean localization systems.
Moreover this rerminology signifies the intrinsic contextuality of quan-
tum events, as filtered through the base localizing category, and is sugges-
tive of the introduction of a relativity principle in the quantum level of
observable strueture related with the invariance of the informational con-
tent with respect to Boolean reference frames contained in covering sieves
of quantum event algebras. This is a crucial observation concerning the
interpretation of quantum event algebras as quantum logics. It underlines
the fact that the conceptual signilicanee of a logic of propositions refer-
ring to the description of a quantum system is to be sought, not at the
level of non-contextual propositions forming the original axiomatized po-
set structure, but on the level of propositions holding in distinct Boolean
referenee frames. The latter are endowed with different unsharp Boolean
prepositional languages, not always compatible with each other. The sheaf
theoretical representation contains the necessary and sulTicieiu conditions
for the compatibility of these languages associated with Boolean referenee
frames in covering sieves, such that the content of information associated
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with a quantum system is preserved under its operational unfoldments. in
Boolean locatization systems. The above remarks eonstitute a basis for a
consistent interpretation of the category of" logics of quantum propositions
from the sheaf theoretical perspective of the present paper. Most signifi-
cantly, this task, which will be presented in detail in a future work, is
faeilitated by the faet that the category of sheaves on the Boolean loeal-
izing category, is a Grothendieek topos. and consequently eomes naturally
equipped with an object of generalized truth values, called subobjeet elas-
silier. This object of Irtith values, being reniarkahly a sheaf itself, namely
an object of the Grothendieek topos, is the appropriate conceptual tool for
the organization of the logical dimension of the information included in
the category oi' quantum event algebras, as it is encoded in Boolean local-
ization systems.

A. APPENDIX

A.I. On the detinition of a quantum event algebra

The dertnition used in the paper is the following: A quantum event
algebra is a partially ordered set of Quantum events, endowed with a max-
imal element 1. and with an operation of orthocomplementation [—]* :
L >L, which satisfy, for all / e L the following conditions: (a) / < 1.
(b) /** = I. {c) I V r = I- (d) I < I ^ I* < l\ (e) 111 ^ I V I € L.
(T) I V I = 1. / A /' = 0 => / ^ /*. where 0 := 1*, 111 :^ / < r , and the
operations of meet A and join v are defined as usually.

We can cheek the rollowing:

(1) In the Hilbert space formalism of Quantum theory events are
considered as closed subspaccs of a seperable, complex Hilbert
space corresponding to a physical system. Then the quantum
event structure is identified with the lattice of elosed subspaces
of the Hilbert spaee. ordered by inclusion and carrying an or-
thocomplementation operation whieh is given by the orthogonal
complement of the elosed subspaces. For a seperable complex Hil-
bert space of dimension at least three., the lattice is also a quan-
tum event algebra (the Hilbert spaee quantum event algebra).

(2) Obviously every Boolean event algebra is also a quantum event
algebra.

(3) The Lindenbaum algebra corresponding to propositions describ-
ing the behavior of a quantum system is also a quantum event
algebra.
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If the reader docs not feel comfortable with the delinilion of a quan-
tum event algebra as above, it is possible to modify the definition slightly,
without any change in the arguments of the paper, as follows:

A quantum event algebra is an orthomoduiar orthoposet. More con-
cretely, each object L in the category C. is considered as a partially
ordered set of Quantum events, endowed with a maximal element I. and
with an operation of orthocomplenientation [-]* : L >Z.. which satisfy,
for all / € L, the following conditions: (a) / 5 I. (b) /** = /, (c) / v/* ^ 1,
(d) / < / -> /'* < /*. (e) I Li =^ I V I e L, (f) for l.ieLJ<l implies that /
and / are compatible, where 0 :— 1*, /_L/ :— / < /*. and the operations of
meet A and join v are dolined as usually. We also recall that IJ e I. are
compatible if the sublattice generated by {/,/*,/,/*} is a Boolean algebra,
namely if it is a Boolean sublattice.

Furthermore it is obvious that if someone wishes may also impose
a (7-completeness condition, namely that the join of countable families of
pairwise orthogonal events must exist, in order to have a well defined the-
ory of observables over L.

A.2. On the explicit construction of coliniits

It is important to notice thai the key colimit is defined over the cat-
egory of elements of the functor

by the relation

L(P) - Colim{G(P,

for (he presheaf P =
In order to cope with relevant ambiguities in the exposition of the

arguments it is worthwhile to construct the coHmit expicitly, and show that
it is actually a quantum event algebra. For this purpose we consider the
set:

>Z.)G[G(R(L). f?)]a.f/ e MB)}

We notice thai if there exists (( : V,} —* "Afi ̂ ^ch that: iiU'/) — q and ^H O
u — TJ/g., where [R(/.)H](I///;) :— i/'flO" as usual, then we may define a tran-
sitive and reflexive relation )H on the set L(R(L)). Of course the inverse
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also holds true. We notice then that

for any u : A(fl) -^ A(S) in the category B. The next step is to make this
relation also symmetric by postuUUing that for C- '? in L(R(L)), where <•.
ij denote pairs in the above set. we have;

if and only if C''*'/ or i?;)ic. Finally by considering a sequence ?i- 2̂̂  • • • -v
of elements of the set L(R(/,)) and also <•. tj such that:

we may define an equivalence relation on the set L(R(i.)) as follows:

^ c < i j ; : ^ C '^ § ] ^ ^ 2 - ^ ••• ^ ^ k - \ '^ ^k ^ n

Then for each <" e L(R(Z,)) we define the quantum at C ^s follows:

Q^ = | ; eL{R(L)) :C t-3i}

We iinally put

and use the notation Qc = IKV-'fi-'/'li' The set L(R(L))/ x is natu-
rally endowed with a quantum algebra structure if we are careful to notice
that:

(I) The orthocomplementation is defined as t

(2) The unit element is defined as 1 = ||(iAfi- Ull-

{3} The partial order structure on the set L(R(Z.))/ xi is delmed as

-'•)ll if and only ii'iJ\ < ih where we have made
the following identifications: ||(iAe,<y)|| — IKV'D-^/|)|| 'ind ||(iAc.'')l| —
IKV'/). ^2)11' with c/|, ch e A(/)) according to the pullback diagram of event
algebras:
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A{D) ^ > MB)

MC)

such that fiUl\) — c/. yUh) — >'. The rest of the requirements such that
L(R{L))/ixi, namely the cohmit in question, actually carries tlie structure
of a quantum event algebra are obvious.
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